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contradictory: Enlightened Despots were comfortable with contradiction selected certain enlightened ideas
and denied others as they sought ï¬•t for their monarchy and state could be enlightened in some ways and
despotic in others AP European History â€¢ Enlightened Despots â€¢ J.F. Walters 5
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PDF Version: Power Point: Frederick the Great, Catherine the Great, and Joseph II enlightened despots.pdf ,
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Enlightened Despotism Philosophes urged Europe's absolute rulers to use their power for the good of the
people. -Enlightened despots would combat ignorance and superstition by eliminating irrational customs,
promoting religious toleration, reforming legal codes, and supporting education.
Enlightened Despots (1715-1789) Flashcards | Quizlet
Enlightened Despots â€¢Some monarchâ€™s embraced the new ideas and made reforms that reflected the
enlightenment ideals â€¢However, they had no intention of giving up any power â€¢The changes they made
were motivated by two desires: â€“to make their countries stronger
The Enlightened Despots - highland-k12.org
Enlightened despotism, also called benevolent despotism, a form of government in the 18th century in which
absolute monarchs pursued legal, social, and educational reforms inspired by the Enlightenment.
enlightened despotism | Definition, Examples, & Facts
Democratic Thought and â€œEnlightened Despotsâ€• Enlightened Despots Because of the writings of Locke,
Montesquieu, and others, we may have the impression that the Enlightenment led quickly to the creation of
liberal societies having rules about justice and equality similar to those modern democracies have. All of the
ideas of Enlightenment ...
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